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1 Introduction

As part of its regulatory activities, the Onafhankelijke Post en Telecommunicatie Autoriteit
(‘OPTA’) requires the determination of the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of the cable
operators UPC and Ziggo in the Netherlands. The background of this requirement is the need to
determine cost orientated tariffs for wholesale broadcasting transmission services provided by
these companies. OPTA has commissioned Analysys Mason Limited (‘Analysys Mason’) to
calculate this WACC.

This consultation paper presents the calculated WACC for both UPC and Ziggo, and clarifies the
approach taken.

In this section, we provide.

 the relationship with the 2009 OPTA BULRIC process
 the structure of this paper.

1.1 The relationship with the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process

Analysys Mason has recently developed two draft WACC estimates to apply to the fixed and
mobile wholesale voice termination costing in the Netherlands. At the forefront of our approach to
developing these WACCs are two key principles:

 consistency with NERA’s WPC-II WACC calculation for KPN (in particular, risk-free rate,
equity risk premium and inflation parameters)

 consistency in the approach/estimation used for both fixed and mobile operators.

Our fixed and mobile draft calculation is also based on the CAPM, and has been presented to
telecoms industry players in the Netherlands (including UPC and Ziggo) on 8 September 2009.
After a consultation period lasting four weeks, Analysys Mason and OPTA will work to respond to
the industry comments on the WACC calculations, and Analysys Mason will prepare a finalised
WACC to apply to the fixed and mobile cost models.

Consequently, we consider that it would be appropriate to determine the WACC of UPC and
Ziggo in a manner that is consistent with the WACC analysis that has been done in the framework
of the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process.

In preparing our estimate, we have considered the WACC calculation performed by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), in its report The cost of capital of UPC “Omroepbesluit OPTA”,
15 May 2009, from here onwards referred to as the PwC report.
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1.2 The structure of this paper

The remaining sections of this document provide a discussion of the conceptual issues, the
approach taken, and the resulting values for the WACC of UPC and Ziggo.

 Section 2 describes the approach taken, any assumptions used and the estimates for the
parameters that determine the WACC.

 Section 3 provides the overall conclusion. First, the point estimation of the WACC and its
constituent parameters is given. Then, based on a sensitivity analysis, the estimated range is
provided.
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2 Approach, assumptions and parameter values

In the following sections, the parameters used in the calculation of the WACC according to the
CAPM are described, and we discuss the proposed assumptions behind, and proposed values of,
each of the parameters in this calculation.

We will subsequently discuss:

 the cost of capital and the capital asset pricing model in Section 2.1
 the cost of equity in Section 2.2
 the gearing level in Section 2.3
 the cost of debt in Section 2.4.

2.1 Cost of capital and capital asset pricing model

The pre-tax WACC is calculated as follows:

ED
EC

ED
DCWACC ed 






Where:

dC is the cost of debt

eC is the pre-tax cost of equity

D is the value of the operator’s debt
E is the value of the operator’s equity

The WACC can be calculated using a variety of methods, the most common one being the capital
asset pricing model (CAPM) to calculate the cost of equity. The Independent Regulators Group
(IRG) has acknowledged in one of its principles of implementation and best practice (hereafter
referred to as the IRG paper1) that the use of CAPM is supported by its relatively simple
implementation and by its wide use among regulators and practitioners. We therefore propose to
follow this recommendation.

Proposed concept 1: Apply the capital asset pricing model to calculate the cost of equity.

The CAPM formula is applied as follows:

efe RRC  

1
Regulatory accounting: Principles of Implementation and Best Practice for WACC calculation , February 2007, IRG.
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Where:

fR is risk-free rate of return

eR is the equity risk premium

 is a measure of how risky a particular company or sector is relative to the national economy as

a whole.

The cost of debt is calculated as follows:

)()1( Dfd RRTC 

Where:
Rf is the risk-free rate
RD is the company’s debt premium
T is the corporate tax rate.

2.2 Cost of equity

We propose to calculate the cost of equity using the CAPM as follows:

efe RRC  

Where:

fR is risk-free rate of return

eR is the equity risk premium

 is a measure of how risky a particular company or sector is relative to the national economy as

a whole.

Each of these parameters is now discussed in turn.

Risk-free rate of return, fR

The risk-free rate of return is usually taken as that of a long-term government bond. The IRG
paper states that it should be considered what reference has to chosen (i.e. which governments),
what maturity period (i.e. the investment horizon, the planning horizon or the regulatory review
period), and what kind of information to use (current or historical, averaging period). In the WPC-
II process, NERA specified 1.8% (real terms) or 3.8% (nominal terms) based on three-year
historical average yields of deflated nominal bonds maturing in or close to end 2011, primarily
those in the Eurozone. This value is put forward in the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process, as
it is based on up-to-date analysis, conducted in line with IRG recommendations and currently in
use by OPTA.
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Proposed concept 2: We propose to adopt the NERA real risk-free rate of return of 1.8%
(3.8% in nominal terms), as it is conducted in line with IRG recommendations and has
recently been put forward by OPTA in the framework of the 2009 fixed and mobile
BULRIC process. This parameter is independent of the product market being assessed and
therefore applies to cable operators as well as it applies to the mobile and fixed costing
models.

Equity risk premium, eR

Equity risk premium is the increase over the risk-free rate of return that investors demand from
equity. As it is riskier to invest in stocks (equity) than to invest in the risk-free government bonds,
investors demand a risk premium when investing in stocks. Usually, companies listed on the
national stock market are taken as the sample over which this average is calculated. Again, this
parameter is not related to the product market being assessed.

The IRG paper recommends a balanced approach considering the relevance and quality of
available information, using one or more of the following methods: (adjusted) historical premium,
survey premium, benchmarking or implied premium (ex-ante approaches based on e.g. the
dividend growth model).

In the WPC-II process, NERA specified 6.1%, based on Eurozone average over the period 1900–
2006, taking into account regulatory precedent and other academic evidence. This value is put
forward in the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process, as it is based on recent analysis using a
mix of methods in line with IRG recommendations

Proposed concept 3: We propose to adopt the NERA equity risk premium of 6.1%, as it is
based on up to date analysis using a mix of methods in line with IRG recommendations, and
has recently been put forward by OPTA in the framework of the 2009 fixed and mobile
BULRIC process. This parameter is independent of the product market being assessed and
therefore applies to cable operators as well as it applies to the mobile and fixed costing
models.

Beta for cable operators, 

When an agent invests in any given stock, two types of risks are assumed to exist – a systematic
and an unsystematic risk. The unsystematic risk is caused by the risk connected to the specific
stock. The investor may avoid this risk by spreading (diversifying) the investment on a number of
different assets. Obviously, a collection of assets (a portfolio) will always exist, eliminating the
unsystematic risk.
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The systematic risk, related to the investment, is due to the fact that it is generally risky to invest in
the stock market. This risk is denoted by and is measured as the covariance between the return of
the specific stock and the return of the market portfolio in relation to the variance of the return on
the market portfolio. For the investor, it is not possible to avoid the systematic risk, which is why a
risk premium will be demanded. The magnitude of this will vary with the covariance of the
specific stock and the overall market fluctuations.

It is possible to estimate through a comparison of the fluctuations in a company’s stock relative
to a broad market portfolio over a number of years. It has been shown that actual s in the forecast
period move closer to one than the estimated s from historical data. A correction known as the
Blume technique provides an adjustment to correct this trend.

adjusted = 0.67 raw + 0.33 1.0

This correction has not been applied in the PwC report. However, not only does the Blume
technique improve the estimate, its application is also consistent with the approach applied in the
2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process and is suggested in the IRG paper. We therefore propose
to deviate from the approach used in the PwC report on this point.

Measurements of through a comparison of the fluctuations in a company’s stock relative to a
broad market portfolio will always be uncertain and will produce a wide range of values depending
on the methodology. Also, an accurate empirical determination of requires very large amounts of
historical data. It is therefore an area of considerable subjectivity.

However, given that represents the risk of a particular industry or company relative to the market
as a whole, one would expect the of a particular type of company – in this case cable operators –
to be similar across different countries. Comparing in this manner requires an un-levered (asset)
rather than a levered (equity) :

asset = equity / (1+D/E)

The IRG paper recommends estimating a company’s through either historical information on the
relationship between the company returns and the market returns, by benchmarking of comparable
companies’ s, or through the definition of a target , depending on market conditions and
available information. Similar to the approach taken in framework of the 2009 fixed and mobile
BULRIC process, we propose to use a benchmark approach. As indicated by IRG, a benchmark
approach has the advantage that it eliminates the need for historical stock prices and associated
issues with large standard errors created by regression s. Also the approach is particularly
suitable for non-listed companies (as is the case for Ziggo). However, care has to be taken to
ensure that the benchmark companies are comparable in terms of regulatory and competitive
environment, size of the companies and taxation.2

2
We note that PwC has undertaken a similar activity in its benchmark.
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Differentiation between the value for the cable operator’s telecoms and TV business

It needs to be considered if the value should be different for telecoms and TV services. It is
common that regulatory WACCs differentiate between for example mobile and fixed operations,
i.e. to use separate asset, albeit derived according to the same approach for consistency reasons.
This is also the case in the 2009 BULRIC process. However, this requires either divisional
disaggregation of the asset values of diversified players, or the availability of sufficient
information on pure players.

The IRG paper expands on the issue of the adoption of a differentiated WACC, and considers if
taking into account different levels of risk that each business unit (or project) faces, is reasonable.
If the risks faced by companies across various regulated products are materially different, the use
of a single rate of return may adversely affect the ability of NRAs to simultaneously encourage
efficient investments and protect customers from excessive pricing. However, the IRG paper states
that the lack of capital market information at divisional level makes the theoretical correct
determination of the proper risk premium difficult. The IRG paper refers to the process of
differentiating the asset as being difficult and complicated, potentially causing excessive regulatory
involvement in the investment decision process.

We therefore argue that due to a lack of capital market information at divisional level to de-
average the asset of a cable operator providing both telecommunications and broadcasting services
an undifferentiated approach is preferable and is therefore proposed. This implies that the asset

applicable to the wholesale broadcasting transmission services business of cable operators is
assumed to be equivalent to the company level asset. This approach is consistent with the approach
put forward in the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process, in the sense that, there too, no
distinction has been made between telecommunications and broadcasting services provided by the
fixed or mobile operators, and also equivalent to that used in the PwC report.

asset values used in the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process

Given the lack of pure-play fixed operators, in the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process is has
been proposed to derive asset values for the modelled fixed and mobile operator by an
approximation of the pure-play competitor approach suggested by the IRG. The benchmarked
values result in a asset value of 0.67 for a mobile operator (based on the average value of
predominantly mobile operators), and of 0.51 for a fixed operator (based on the average value of
predominantly fixed operators).

Proposed approach to derive cable operator’s asset, and the resulting values

Summarising the above, we propose that:
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Proposed concept 4: We will use a benchmark method for identifying the relevant cable
operator asset . Given the lack of capital market information at divisional level, and given
that the business of cable operators is still largely dominated by the provisioning of
broadcasting services, we assume that an undifferentiated approach is preferable. This
implies that the asset applicable to the wholesale broadcasting transmission services
business of cable operators is assumed to be equivalent to the company level asset . Also,
we assume that the asset derived from the cable operator benchmark applies to both UPC
and Ziggo.

Compared to the number of fixed/mobile operators, there are fewer listed cable companies that
publish financial information. For this reason, compared to the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC
process, we have extended the geographical scope of our benchmark to include cable companies
that are predominantly active in developed countries (and on broadcasting activities), not just
Western Europe. We have done a comprehensive, non-exhaustive search on cable companies that
publish the required information, and have added these companies to our benchmark. Note that, as
highlighted above, represents the risk of a particular company relative to the market as a whole.
One can therefore expect the value of cable operators to be similar across different countries.
Figure 2.1 provides the benchmark values, using a variety of sources. We have selected these
companies based on their activity profile being comparable to UPC and Ziggo (i.e. primarily cable
operations), based on a qualitative assessment of company profile descriptions from using sources
(company websites, Financial Times, Globalcomms).

Operator Included in PwC

benchmark?

Adjusted asset beta

Cablevision Yes 0.31

Cogeco Yes 0.32

Comcast Yes 0.64

Completel No 0.39

Liberty Global Yes 0.22

Mediacom No 0.15

Primacom No3 0.11

Rogers Yes 0.57

Shaw Yes 0.49

Telenet Group Yes 0.30

Time Warner (Cable) No 0.53

Virgin Media Yes 0.35

Average 0.36

Figure 2.1: Benchmark of

adjusted asset , derived from
public stock information

[Source: Financial Times,

Damodaran]

3
PwC considered Primacom, but then excluded it from the benchmark, as it was considered an outlier. We are of the opinion that

exclusion of this value would be arbitrary, in particular because Mediacom has a similarasset value.
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The resulting benchmark is wider than that of PwC, but still includes all companies that were
included there. We are of the opinion that not including the four additional companies would be
arbitrary and therefore not justifiable, and would reduce the reliability of the estimate for asset.

The benchmarked values result in an average asset value of 0.36 for cable operators. We propose to
adopt this average as a valid estimate of the asset value for both UPC and Ziggo.

Proposed concept 5: We propose to use the average, adjusted asset of 0.36 from a
representative benchmark of cable operators in developed countries as a valid estimate of
the asset value for both UPC and Ziggo.

Note that the proposed asset value is lower than fixed and mobile operators’ asset values of 0.51
and 0.67 respectively, as proposed in the 2009 BULRIC process.

The value of 0.36 is also slightly lower than the asset value range of 0.42–0.46 as proposed by
PwC. The following differences in approach and source data explain the slightly revised outcome,
and provide the reasons why we are of the opinion that this value provides a better estimate:

 We have extended the benchmark by including four additional companies, with an average
asset value below the range provided by PwC.

 We have used more up-to-date information from alternative sources (Financial Times,
Damodaran), yielding a lower average asset value for the same set of companies.

 We have taken into account the Blume adjustment to correct the fact that s in the forecast
period move closer to one than the estimated s from historical data. We are of the opinion
that the fact the PwC report does not take this adjustment into account leads to inconsistency
with the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process and reduces the accuracy of the estimate for
asset.

Note that the Blume adjustment by itself leads to a slight higher estimate of asset.. However, this
upward correction is less than the downward corrections resulting from the first two changes.

2.3 Gearing level

Finally, it is necessary to define an efficient funding structure for cable operators, based upon an
estimate of the (optimal) proportion of debt and equity in the business. The gearing denotes loan
capital as a proportion of the total financing needs of a company, and is expressed as:
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Gearing =
ED

D


Generally, the demand for return on equity will be higher than the demand for return on loan
capital. An increasing gearing will lead to an increasing debt risk premium as creditors demand a
higher interest rate if there is less certainty in getting repaid. Therefore, in financial theory it is
assumed that an optimal financing structure, that minimises the cost of capital, actually exists. This
is called target gearing. In practice, this optimal gearing is very difficult to determine and will vary
according to the type and form of the company.

The IRG paper specified three possible approaches:

 using book values to calculate gearing
 using market values to calculate gearing
 using an optimal or efficient gearing.

Gearing values used in the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process

In the 2009 BULRIC process, the approach for estimating the appropriate gearing level is similar
to the approach used for estimating asset, namely benchmarking the gearing level of Western
European fixed, mobile and fixed–mobile operators. This results in an average value of a D/(D+E)
value for the modelled mobile operator of 32%, and for the fixed operator a value of 52%.

Proposed approach to derive cable operator gearing, and the resulting values

Similarly, we propose to benchmark actual gearing levels for cable operators to estimate the
efficient gearing level for a cable operator. Alternatively, the actual gearing level of the cable
operators UPC and Ziggo could be taken into account. However, such an approach would not be
consistent with the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process. Also, UPC’s or Ziggo’s gearing level
may not be efficient. Using an average gearing level based on a benchmark is likely to be more
representative of efficient gearing levels in a competitive market than the gearing level of a two
single companies. The benchmark results are summarised in Figure 2.2.
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Operator Included in PwC

benchmark?

Gearing level

Cablevision Yes 72%

Cogeco Yes 41%

Comcast Yes 43%

Completel No 13%

Liberty Global Yes 81%

Mediacom No 90%

Primacom Yes 71%

Rogers Yes 25%

Shaw Yes 25%

Telenet Group Yes 60%

Time Warner (Cable) No 42%

Virgin Media Yes 77%

Average 53%

Figure 2.2: Benchmark of

gearing level [Source:

Financial Times (Virgin

Media), Damodaran (all

others)]

Proposed concept 6: Similar to the proposed approach to estimating asset, we propose to
estimate the appropriate gearing level by benchmarking Western European cable operators,
and then take an average of these benchmarks. This results in an average value of a
D/(D+E) value cable operators of 53%.

Note that the proposed gearing level is higher than that of the mobile operators’ gearing of 32%
and slightly higher than the fixed operators’ gearing of 52%, as proposed in the 2009 BULRIC
process.

The value of 53% is within the range proposed by PwC and just slightly lower than the average
value of 53.6% of their range. This slight change is primarily caused by the fact that we have
extended the benchmark by including three additional companies, with an average gearing of 48%,
below the average provided by PwC.

2.4 Cost of debt

)()1( Dfd RRTC  is the cost of debt, where Rf is the risk-free rate, RD is the company’s

debt premium and T is the corporate tax rate.

The corporate tax rate is the rate that is applicable to the forward-looking business of the fixed–
mobile operators in the Netherlands. The Dutch corporate tax rate of 25.5% (for the tax year 2008)
will be applied in the cost of capital calculation, implicitly taking the assumption that this rate will
remain constant over the regulatory review period.
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The debt premium that must be offered by a company specifies the rate above the risk-free rate
which debt providers of the company are offered in return for debt funding. Typically, the debt
premium varies with the gearing of the company – for a higher proportion of debt funding, a
greater debt premium must be offered (a linear approximation is provided by the IRG paper). This
higher premium accounts for the greater financial risk borne by debt providers and the requirement
to fund interest payments out of cashflows.

The IRG mentioned three possible approaches to determining the cost of debt:

 Use accounting data such as the current loan book.

 Calculate an efficient borrowing level and the associated cost of debt based on credit ratings.

 Use the sum of the risk-free rate and the appropriate company-specific debt premium, which
can be estimated by benchmarking comparable companies’ prevailing yields on debt securities
(corporate Eurobonds) with similar risk or maturity.

Cost of debt values used in the 2009 fixed and mobile BULRIC process

In the 2009 BULRIC process, is has been proposed to take KPN’s reported cost of debt (5.40% in
2008) as a starting point to determine the debt risk premium for the modelled fixed and mobile
operator. Taking into account the adopted nominal risk-free rate of 3.8%, this results in a debt risk
premium for KPN of 1.6%. Then, it is argued that in fixed networks debt funding generally
represents a higher proportion than in mobile networks. As indicated in the IRG paper, a higher
gearing leads to an increased debt premium due to the higher risk for creditors. Using the linear
relationship between gearing and debt risk premium provided in the IRG paper, KPN’s actual
gearing ratio, and the gearing ratio of the modelled fixed and mobile operators (as proposed in
Section 6.3.3, 52% and 32% respectively), a debt risk premium of 1.84% for fixed and 1.31% for
mobile has been derived.

Proposed approach to derive the cable operator cost of debt, and the resulting values

A strict interpretation of the requirement for consistency with the 2009 BULRIC process would
suggest estimating the cable operator’s cost of debt by taking KPN’s debt risk premium as starting
point, and correcting this for any differences in gearing using the linear relationship between
gearing and debt risk premium as provided by the IRG paper.4

However, there are two reasons why this approach needs to be tailored to the cable operators:

4
This relationship is discussed by the IRG in Regulatory accounting: Principles of Implementation and Best Practice for WACC calculation,

February 2007. According to the Miller-Modigliani theorem, a firm’s cost of capital should be the same whether it is funded by debt or

equity. This can be observed in the IRG relationship in that: the higher the proportion of funding from debt, the higher the debt premium

that is demanded by the providers of debt (since they are taking a greater share of the risk – albeit in terms of debt repayment rather than

equity growth risk).
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 Firstly, and most importantly, using KPN’s debt risk premium as starting point cannot be
assumed to be a valid approach. KPN is primarily a telecoms company, whereas the cable
operators are primarily broadcasting companies. Apart from different gearing levels, there are
likely to be other factors that cause the cable operators’ debt risk premium being different. For
example, differences in cash flow volatility impact the debt risk premium as well. With the
cable operators primarily active in another product market, cash flow volatility, and therefore
debt risk premium is likely to be different even at similar levels of gearing.

 Secondly, the linear relation provided by the IRG is based on a linear regression of fixed and
mobile operators’ gearing levels and debt risk premiums. The linear relationship is unlikely to
be applied to cable operators, for similar reasons.

Therefore, we instead propose to estimate the debt risk premium (including the risk-free rate) from
the observed coupon interest rates of outstanding corporate bonds, in line with the first approach
suggested by the IRG and the WPC-II approach taken by NERA. NERA motivates its approach of
taking the coupon rates instead of the market yields of bonds by claiming that recent and historical
coupon rates reflect the cost of debt during a business cycle, and can therefore be considered a
reasonable estimate of a company’s cost of debt of the regulatory period.

For UPC Netherlands (UPC Holding BV), Figure 2.3 lists the outstanding corporate bonds and
their rates.

Issue date Maturity Amount (EUR million) Coupon interest rate

29/07/2005 15/01/2014 575.47 7.75%

10/10/2005 15/01/2014 296.47 8.63%

31/10/2006 01/11/2016 418.60 8%

30/04/2009 15/04/2018 543.35 9.75%

29/05/2009 15/04/2018 400.00 8%

Figure 2.3: Outstanding corporate bonds of UPC Holding BV [Source: Standard & Poor’s]

The average weighted coupon interest rate, based on the outstanding bonds as listed above, is
8.8%.5 As also highlighted by NERA in its WPC-II report, this cost of debt excludes the costs of
issue and bank, legal and other fees. NERA states that these costs add typically between 0.1% and
0.15% to the cost of debt. Taking the mid-point of this range, and also taking into account the risk-
free rate of 3.8% (nominal), we conclude that a debt risk premium of 5.1% is reasonable.

5
On April 30 2009, UPC exchanged EUR184m of senior notes due 2014 into new 9.75% senior notes due 2018. No information was

available on the amount of 7.75% notes versus the amount of 8.63% notes that were exchanged. We have assumed that 50% of the

exchanged amount originates from the 2014 7.75% notes, and 50% originates from the 2014 8.63% notes. The weighted average

coupon rate of the outstanding bonds is fairly insensitive to the exchange ratio that is assumed. Varying this exchange ratio between

0% and 100% leads to the weighted average coupon rate changing from 8.73% to 8.83%.
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Ziggo (Zesko BV) reportedly has an average borrowing rate that is dependent on the EURIBOR
rate. It pays an average interest of 4.655% plus the current EURIBOR rate. Again, to reflect the
cost of debt during a business cycle, we use a 4-year average 12-month EURIBOR rate (3.66%) to
arrive at an average total cost of debt of 8.3%. Again, adding fee costs of 0.125% and taking into
account the risk-free rate of 3.8% leaves a debt risk premium of 4.6%.

As a verification of the results thus obtained, we propose to use publicly available information on
the relationship between credit rating and debt risk premium (Figure 2.4), and relate this to the
credit ratings of the benchmarked cable companies as reported by Standard & Poor’s (Figure 2.5).

Credit rating Debt risk premium

B- 8.50%

B 7.25%

B+ 6.00%

BB 5.00%

BB+ 4.25%

BBB 3.50%

A- 3.00%

A 2.50%

Figure 2.4: Relationship

between credit rating

and debt risk premium,

January 2009 [Source:

Damodaran]

Company Credit rating Company Credit rating

Cablevision BB Rogers BBB

Cogeco BB Shaw BBB-

Comcast BBB+ Telenet Group n.a.

Completel n.a. Time Warner BBB

Liberty Global B+ UPC B+

Mediacom B+ Virgin Media B+

Primacom n.a.

Figure 2.5: Available

credit ratings for cable

companies [Source:

Standard & Poor’s]

From the above tables, we can derive that cable operators typically have a credit rating in the B+
to BBB+ range, and consequently can be expected to have a debt risk premium in the range
3.25%–6.00%. Our estimates of 4.6% for Ziggo and 5.1% for UPC fall within that range.

The credit rating of UPC (B+) suggests that it currently has a debt risk premium at the higher end
of the range, which would suggest a debt risk premium slightly higher than the 5.1% as proposed
above. However, to remain consistent with the WPC-II approach (i.e. with the approach to
estimate cost of debt based on actual average historical debt costs) and its reasoning, we propose
to use 5.1% as the more suitable estimate for debt risk premium.

In summary:
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Proposed concept 7: We propose to estimate the debt risk premium (including the risk-free
rate) from the observed coupon rates of outstanding UPC and Ziggo corporate bonds. We
propose to add a small mark-up for cost of issue. The appropriate debt risk premium is then
derived by subtracting the risk-free rate from the weighted-average observed coupon rates
of the corporate bonds. Using this approach, we estimate the debt risk premium of cable
operators to be 5.1% for UPC and 4.6% for Ziggo.

Our approach to estimating the cost of debt deviates from that of PwC with regard to using the
coupon rates instead of the market yields of bonds to estimate the costs of debt. The use of market
yields is inconsistent with the WPC-II approach and its reasoning. Moreover, PwC’s approach
does not seem internally consistent:

 PwC first states that “only the market rate accurately reflects the cost of debt in current market
conditions”.

 Subsequently, it states that “it is hard to provide a forward looking estimate of the cost of
capital during the current crisis”.

 It then in fact uses the credit ratings as a base for its cost of debt estimate instead of the market
yields, and only refers to the market yields when noting that its credit rating-based estimate is
“conservative”.

 It finally states that it is appropriate to use this conservative estimate based on credit ratings as
it allows it to “take into consideration that it is not unlikely that credit markets will start to
unfreeze”, effectively contradicting its initial statement about the appropriateness of using
market yields.
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3 Conclusion

Using the parameters derived in the previous section, we can now calculate the WACC according
to the CAPM. We will subsequently provide:

 An estimated range of the WACC, based on a sensitivity analysis in Section 3.1.

 A final point estimation of the WACC and its constituent parameters in Section 3.2.

3.1 Sensitivity of the cost of capital to varying the input parameters

With the risk-free rate and the equity risk premium being adopted from the WPC-II process, and
with the tax rate specified by the Dutch government, the key parameters that are left for sensitivity
testing are the gearing level, the debt risk premium and asset.

Figure 3.1 below explores the sensitivities in more detail, by recalculating the resulting WACC for
UPC when varying either the gearing level, the debt risk premium or asset by plus or minor 50%

compared to the point estimate values. The 50% value roughly corresponds to the variance that we
have observed in our benchmarks for gearing and asset. A 50% sensitivity is considerably higher

than the uncertainty in the debt risk premium that is suggested by the variance in credit ratings
among cable companies in combination with the relationship between credit ratings and debt risk
premiums (see Figure 2.4).

Gearing Debt risk premium Unlevered beta

Deviation from point estimate +50% -50% +50% -50% +50% -50%

Risk-free rate 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%

Equity risk premium 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1%

Beta 1.78 0.50 0.78 0.78 1.16 0.39

Unlevered beta 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.55 0.18

Nominal cost of equity (post-tax) 14.7% 6.9% 8.6% 8.6% 10.9% 6.2%

Nominal cost of debt 9.6% 8.2% 11.4% 6.4% 8.9% 8.9%

Debt risk premium 5.8% 4.4% 7.6% 2.5% 5.1% 5.1%

Gearing 79.5% 26.5% 53.0% 53.0% 53.0% 53.0%

Tax rate 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5%

Inflation 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Nominal WACC (pre-tax) 11.7% 8.9% 11.5% 8.8% 11.6% 8.6%

Nominal WACC (post-tax) 8.7% 6.7% 8.5% 6.5% 8.7% 6.4%

Real WACC (pre-tax) 9.5% 6.8% 9.3% 6.7% 9.4% 6.5%

Real WACC (post-tax) 7.1% 5.1% 6.9% 5.0% 7.0% 4.8%

Figure 3.1: Sensitivity of WACC for UPC to varying the input parameters [Source: Analysys Mason]
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From this, we can see that we can assume that the nominal WACC (pre-tax) is in the range 8.6%–
11.7%, whereas the nominal WACC (post-tax) is in the margin 6.4%–8.7%. The range is largely
determined by the asset sensitivity.

The estimated ranges provided by the PwC report are similar, but slightly higher: 8.9%–12.3% for
the nominal pre-tax WACC, and 6.7%–9.2% for the nominal post-tax WACC. Our slightly lower
estimate is mainly caused by our lower estimate for asset . As described in Section 2.2, this lower

estimate can be mainly attributed to using a more extensive benchmark (with additional companies
that have on average a lower asset ), and using more up-to-date information (resulting in a lower
average asset for the same set of companies).

Although the absolute values for Ziggo will be slightly different (see next section), the sensitivities
are very similar and are therefore omitted here.

3.2 Final point estimation of the WACC and its constituent parameters

Based on the proposed parameters above, the corresponding final WACCs are shown below.

UPC Ziggo

Nominal Risk-free rate 3.8% 3.8%

Equity risk premium 6.1% 6.1%

Beta 0.78 0.78

Unlevered beta 0.36 0.36

Nominal cost of equity (post-tax) 8.6% 8.6%

Nominal cost of debt 8.9% 8.4%

Debt risk premium 5.1% 4.6%

Gearing 53.0% 53.0%

Tax rate 25.5% 25.5%

Inflation 2.0% 2.0%

Nominal WACC (pre-tax) 10.1% 9.9%

Nominal WACC (post-tax) 7.5% 7.4%

Real WACC (pre-tax) 8.0% 7.7%

Real WACC (post-tax) 5.9% 5.8%

Figure 3.2: WACC

conclusion [Source:

Analysys Mason]

The table below compares the resulting WACC parameters with WACC calculations referred to in
this paper.
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Company UPC Ziggo UPC UPC Fixed

operator

Mobile

operators

KPN

Source Analysys

Mason

Analysys

Mason

PWC

(low

estimate)

PWC

(high

estimate)

Analysys

Mason

Analysys

Mason

NERA

Nominal risk-free
rate

3.8% 3.8% 3.9% 4.2% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%

Equity risk premium 6.1% 6.1% 5.0% 6.2% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1%

Beta 0.78 0.78 0.84 1.15 1.06 1.05 0.87

Unlevered beta 0.36 0.36 0.42 0.46 0.51 0.67 0.54

Nominal cost of
equity (post-tax)

8.6% 8.6% 8.1% 11.3% 10.3% 10.2% 9.2%

Nominal cost of debt 8.9% 8.4% 7.0% 10.4% 5.6% 5.1% 5.2%

Debt risk premium 5.1% 4.6% 3.1% 6.2% 1.8% 1.3% 1.4%

Gearing 53.0% 53.0% 50% 60% 51.5% 31.8% 37.6%

Tax rate 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5% 25.5%

Inflation 2.0% 2.0% n.a. n.a. 1.9% 1.9% 2.0%

8.9% 12.3%Nominal WACC
(pre-tax)

10.1% 9.9%

Average: 10.6%

9.6% 11.0% 9.2%

6.7% 9.2%Nominal WACC
(post-tax)

7.5% 7.4%

Average: 7.95%

n.a. n.a. 7.4%

Real WACC (pre-
tax)

8.0% 7.7% n.a. n.a. 7.5% 8.8% 7.1%

Real WACC (post-
tax)

5.9% 5.8% n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 5.3%

Figure 3.3: WACC estimates in related studies, showing nominal value unless otherwise specified.

Where needed, real values provided by NERA have been translated into nominal values.

[Source: Analysys Mason, PwC, NERA]


